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Introduction

As a country's wealth increases the impact of labour costs rise above those of capital and land, seeing smaller farms purchased by larger operators (Hazell & Wood 2008). Increased land area increases management requirement, which when coupled with reduced staff levels strains harvest productivity and creates a need for higher capacity machines. Farmers, who want to maintain their industry effectiveness and productivity (Abeels 1983) in the face of an increasingly expensive and diminished labour force, demand larger equipment with higher capacity (Flowers & Lal 1998; Wood et al. 1993). Since the inception of machine based cotton pickers, man hours to pick a bale of lint cotton have decreased to approximately eight minutes with the current innovation of the on board module building (OBMB) picking machines (Cotton and Wool Yearbook Data Sets 2010; Kocher et al. 1989), which is a vast improvement from 50-70 hours picking by hand (Narayanan 2005).

Adoption of the spindle picker in the United States (US) occurred from west to east of the cotton belt mainly because the southeast had an established manual labour harvest system that worked whereas the west did not. In the West where yields were higher, the potential to grow cotton was limited by labour, so the industry was small. However, with the introduction of cotton-picking machines, this limit was overcome and rapid adoption of the cotton-picking machines drove the industry (Heinicke & Grove 2008). Conversely, the picker did not offer the same benefit to the South since labour was needed for three seasonal peaks; planting, weeding and harvest required that ordinary workers were given a share of the profit in a share-farming type setup to entice them to stay all year (Holley 2003). There was no alternative for weeding at the time; meaning machine picking would have negatively impacted the system almost to failure. In the West there was less risk as they could manage their weeds with timely irrigations in the dry, arid climate. The cotton stripper, as opposed to the more expensive cotton picker, was adopted in Texas instead because lower yields did not warrant the more expensive machine and the stripper provided a higher harvest rate, although increased contamination of lint yield with cotton trash. The picker also, but to a lesser extent, increased the level of plant trash accompanying cotton fibre to the gin, instigating a plant breeding program in subsequent years designed to favour machine picking (Hughes, Valco & Williford 2008). A plant breeding program was instigated for stripping also but focused on creating smaller plants with tighter boll conformations (Porter et al. 2012). Such breeding actually made handpicking more difficult, resulting in a more complete adoption of machine picking and increased pressure on gins. The creation of the field based module building system (MBS) reduced gin downtime and removed this pressure, but created a dangerous work environment.

Whilst it is recognised that automation and innovation are requirements of a successful and competitive industry, the flow on effect from the cotton picking machine revolution produced numerous system impacts with mixed effects.
Obvious benefits (faster picking, ability to manage greater land area) were accompanied by latent problems (available workforce decrease, gin downtime, safety issues). The cotton system in its current day is not immune to latent effects from innovative machinery. What is required is a means by which to identify these and plan for them prior to mass adoption of the technology.

In most modern cropping systems in the world, machines are becoming heavier to cope with larger land areas and accelerate processes to reduce risk associated with climate uncertainty and create time efficiencies. The cotton production system is no exception but cotton pickers may feature more design constraints than other systems. A major factor is the pickers turning time, and since cotton pickers can only pick parallel to the planting direction turning space is limited—especially for irrigated fields. Therefore the turning circle has to be small and this is made possible by maintaining a short wheelbase and narrower rear track width (Deutsch, Haverdink & Pearson 2001; Longoria 2013). The latest cotton picker from John Deere (JD) utilises an OBMB (the JD7760), as opposed to the more conventional boll basket, weighing about 36 Mg fully loaded with a rear axle load reaching approximately 16.5 Mg. This has had numerous implications for JD, including increasing rear wheel size, repositioning the engine and raising the chassis. Whilst these machines are designed to increase the harvest rate and create efficiencies in the system, they are approximately 50% heavier than the conventional basket based cotton pickers (Deere & Co 2006; Deere & Co 2012). As the weight of a machine increases, so too does the potential to cause soil compaction, which is one of the most insidious and widespread forms of soil degradation (McGarry 2003) affecting 68 million hectares worldwide, as reported by Flowers and Lal (1998). In Australia, the cost of soil compaction in lost agricultural production is approximately AUD$850 million per year (Walsh 2002) which raises concerns for heavy machines with large physical footprints. However, these machines have been rapidly adopted in the Australian cotton industry with approximately 35% of the 2010/2011 cotton ginned picked by a JD7760 OBMB increasing to 70% of cotton ginned in the 2011/2012 season (Houlahan 2012; Vanderstok 2012). The machines have been labelled a revolution in cotton picking, but their impacts for the cotton system are not completely understood and provide an interesting case study to discuss the impacts of large, heavy machines on agricultural systems.

Hence, this review examines the impacts of increasing cotton harvest rate and highlights implications for the JD7760. In particular, this review investigates why machine weight needs to be increased to meet consumer demand and evaluates the potential for soil compaction by looking at other industries. This information is complimented by perspective on the JD7760 cotton-picking system provided by Australian cotton growers.
The effect of increasing cotton harvest rate

The harvest rate of cotton pickers has increased with harvest frontage width from 0.35 hectares per hour for a two-row cotton picker to 3.5 hectares per hour for a six row OBMB. This is shown in Figure 1, which has been compiled from past research (Chen & Baillie 2009; Deere & Co 2006; Kocher et al. 1989; Kulkarni et al. 2008; Laws 2008a; Parvin & Martin 2005; Renoll 1979; Wilcutt 2011; Willcutt & Barnes 2008; Willcutt et al. 2009; Willcutt et al. 2010).

During this period of engineering to increase harvest rate, fuel and harvest costs have largely remained constant despite efficiency gains and are clearly unlikely to be drivers of adoption. In contrast, the effective capacity (EC), and the contributing factors, is demonstrated as the primary driver of machine innovation (Figure 1). The effective capacity (EC) is the area of a field harvested per hour including unproductive time such as turning, unloading and maintenance and is a product of the theoretical capacity (TC) and field efficiency (FE) (Mamster 2003; Eq. 1):

\[ EC = FE \times TC \]  
(Eq. 1)
where, TC is the potential harvest rate if time spent not picking was ignored, and FE is the ratio of EC to TC as a percentage.

Throughout history, the demand for increasing EC has impacted the cotton production systems in several ways. In the 1940s on the high yielding west cost of the US the cotton spindle picker rapidly replaced hand picking (Heinicke & Grove 2008). The machines addressed labour issues: namely the fact labour was required for harvest; was problematic requiring management; restricted the expansion of cotton acreage due to dry conditions; and, reduced the use of irrigation to control weeds (Grove & Heinicke 2003; Heinicke & Grove 2008). As a direct result of adoption, incomes, farm sizes and productivity increased, which are perceived benefits of increasing EC.

Conversely, adoption in the South East of the US was slow largely because a share-farming system to ensure a labour force was existent for the three peak workforce requiring periods of the season. The South East was also well established, as the area was the original cotton growing region in the US and the climate allowed for rain fed systems (Street 1955; Vickers 1999). Established and functional systems are often hesitant in adoption – if it isn’t broken why fix it? Share farming was essentially a system where farm owners would share the profit with the ex-slaves and poor whites, promoting spirit and creating a relatively happy, reliable and permanent labour supply for the times. The region was tailored for hand picking through the natural climate, the small land holdings and because at the time there was no other control of the characteristic weed growth in that area. The picker was not adopted due to fear the cotton growers would lose labour for weeding and also planting (Heinicke & Grove 2008; Musoke & Olmstead 1982). During the 1960s and 70s, herbicide development coincided with rising wages (Holley 2000), possibly due to technological change leading to economic growth, with factories in cities more able to compete with farm owners. This created a push pull effect on the millions of cotton workers towards the cities with a range of 20–40% push, 80–60% pull (Holley 2003; Peterson & Kislev 1986). Whilst the impacts of mechanisation in the West were largely positive, in the South, the debate continues as to whether the cotton picker was or was not the main cause of the mass exodus of workers from the cotton field (Grove 2002).

In the US, between 1955 and 1965 adoption of cotton pickers went from 12% to 100% and ginners were struggling to cope with the influx of machine picked cotton. The gin had become the hindrance to the harvest chain and farmers begun to dump cotton at the ends of the rows (and later bins) to allow picking to continue (Anthony & Mayfield 1995). In the late 1960s the cotton caddy and the cotton ricker became the first devices to form a free-standing stack of cotton (Anthony & Mayfield 1995). However, these free standing stacks were inefficient in comparison to the later developed MBS (or the conventional system) developed by Cotton Incorporation in 1973 (Wilkes & Wilkes 1973). Complete adoption of the MBS did not happen until four row cotton pickers increased the
productivity in the 1980s and, while it was successful in removing the gin as a major impedance (Willcutt et al. 2009), it also increased the risk of injury from an occupational health and safety perspective (OH&S). In Australia from the 1997/8 season to 2005/6 season the MBS was responsible for 723 workers compensation claims (at an average of 80 per year) and claimed 4 lives (Fragar & Temperley 2011).

In all regions, as the cotton picker was first adopted, increased EC appears to benefit cotton production systems and outweigh the potential reduction in profit from trash content of cotton lint delivered to gins. Mechanical picking introduced trash to the gin (Hughes, Valco & Williford 2008) and removing further downgrades the cotton due to tangles and broken fibre (Williford, Meredith Jr & Anthony). However, just as social security in the US, and Government pensions in Australia, helped overcome some of the problems of labour loss in regional areas (Grove 2002), years of plant breeding and development of chemicals like defoliants changed the cotton plant to suit machines (Street 1955). In manipulating the plant physiology to favour machines, hand picking hard became much harder, which accelerated the adoption process where machine harvest was an option (Musoke & Olmstead 1982). Whilst hand picking is the slowest method, it is the cleanest in terms of trash and cheapest in terms of initial capital outlay. Thus, it is common in developing countries (Chaudhry 1997; Narayanan 2005) and is still the dominant method worldwide at 70–80% (Figure 2). Comparatively, stripping is the fastest but most unclean, and picking is the compromise between speed and a clean pick (Keeling et al. n. d.).

The cotton growing conditions in Australia are very similar to the environmental conditions in the West of the US and as such, the yields for the two regions are also very similar (Cotton and Wool Yearbook Data Sets 2010; ABS 1993-94, 2003, 2004, 2007, 2009-10, 2011-12, 2012) and especially adoption rates of innovative picking technologies (Houlahan 2012; Musoke & Olmstead 1982). Differences between the JD7760 picking system front and the conventional picking system front are minimal; the main gain in harvest efficiency comes from the JD7760 not having to stop to unload into boll buggies (Willcutt et al. 2009). This feature has dramatically reduced the labour required as shown in a few US farms where four staff can now do the work of 24 on one 14 000 acre property (Laws 2008a) and a reduction of three staff on a 2 500 acre property (Laws 2008b). These studies, while conducted early in the adoption phase and mainly concerning Case IH (CIH) Module Express
625 pickers, show a reduction in labour demand of of 1.2 to 1.5 workers per 1000 acres for the harvest season. On average one boll buggy and one module builder are required for every 6 rows of cotton harvest, meaning the OBMB is responsible for a loss of about 1.2 tractors per 1000 acres (Parvin & Martin 2005). Higher yields in Australia means 6 rows of cotton picking requires 1.5 boll buggies and 2.5 module builders on average and the reduced labour demand has been between 2 and 4 people per 1000 acres (JD7760 discussion forums, Pers. Comm. 2013). Another impact of the OBMB, in particular the JD7760, is that now cotton is presenting a larger variation in moisture to ginners due to the smaller size allowing cotton picked at different times during the day to be mixed (Houlahan 2012). Also, there is less mixing of cotton in the JD7760 compared to the conventional system, which stored cotton in a basket for some time before transferring it either into a boll buggy or directly into a module builder and received multiple compressions (Willcutt et al. 2010). The JD7760 compresses the cotton just once and very soon after it has been picked so not only is there is less chance of airing (Willcutt et al. 2010) but more chance infield variation replicating in a round module instead of being spread across the full length of a large rectangular module. Other impacts to be identified thus far include the high cost of wrap exaggerated by the higher yields in Australia; a fluctuating Australian dollar; and, transport difficulties of the picker itself (due to the weight and size) (Houlahan 2012; Vanderstok 2012).

It is apparent that to increase the EC, machine efficiencies and automation of process present an obvious potential to industries. However, while there are obvious direct benefits such as increased productivity, there are more latent effects on the system such as decreased workforce availability, safety and impacts on regional social capital. The cotton industry has been resilient and innovative in addressing impacts and strengthening the cotton production and processing system, but this has been ad hoc and reactive, rather than structured and mitigative. Early identification of technological likely effects on cotton production and processing systems would help to optimise systems prior to mass adoption.
Increase in machine weight is the cost of a non-stop harvest

The most recent leap in EC has come from the adoption of the OBMB. Just as the spindle picker took 90 years to develop from its initial conception in 1850 (Rembert 1850) to functional machines in the 1940s (Holley 2000; Peterson & Kislev 1986; Rust 1933), the OBMB has taken similar steps. Patents have shown that thoughts to compress cotton on board begun as far back as 1919 with an all-in-one picking and ginning machine (Silverthorne 1919) and have continued in the 1950s (Wagnon 1956) and 1960s (Nickla 1965, 1968). However, the soft and fluffy nature of cotton has caused problems for machine designers over the years and has resulted in development of augers to compact cotton on harvesters (Deutsch 1989). It was this concept that led to the first OBMB design in the 1980s, consisting of an auger with a diameter of about 1.5 metres and two module chambers (Fachini & Orsborn 1985). The two commercially available OBMBs for JD and Case International Harvester (CIH) took shape in 2000 and 2003 (Covington et al. 2003) respectively with JD combining the cotton picker with a long history of proven design in the hay baler (Gola, Basile & Deutsch 2000; Viaud 1990) and CIH using the proven concepts of the module builder (Gola, Basile & Deutsch 2000). Due to the automated module forming process, they have successfully improved the OH&S of the cotton harvest system. However, while EC has been the focus, like machinery in most farming systems (Gysi, Klubertanz & Vulliet 2000; Heuer et al. 2008), the new OBMBs are extremely heavy in comparison to the conventional basket pickers they replace.

The increase from a two-row picker to a four-row picker revealed some design constraints of cotton pickers that manufacturers face, mainly manifesting in spindle size and speed of machine travel (Figure 4). If increasing the ground speed the speed of the row of spindles need to increase to maintain a zero velocity relative to the cotton plant. The rotational speed of the surface of the spindle also needs to increase so the barb can continue to attach to the cotton fibre and remove it from the plant (Willcutt et al. 2010). This can be done either
by increasing the revolutions per minute (RPM) of the spindle or increasing its diameter. Increasing the diameter increases the weight, which is not desirable mainly for keeping the material costs low so increasing the RPM becomes the desirable option. The drawback, shown in research as recent as 2004 (Armijo et al. 2006; Baker et al. 2004), is that higher RPM decreases lint quality through higher counts of short fibre and tiny knots, called nepsis, and the number of these doubles for every 1000 RPM increase. In the experiments undertaken by Baker et al. (2004) the counts after cleaning were less noticeable in comparison to controls, but still significant given ginning has a similar effect when removing trash (Columbus, Bel & Robert 1990).

A second method by which to increase the TC is to increase the width. Since the concept of the spindle system is robust and is almost unchanged since the 1940s (Key 1985) widening the machine is simple. However, decreasing the weight is essential for optimising the cost of the machine and increasing the length and diameter of the spindle achieves this (Key 1985). CIH could not widen their two-row cotton picker to four rows without doing this. The drawback of this are twofold: with shorter spindles, cotton needs to be compressed more to ensure contact with the barbs and this adds trash to the seed cotton; and decreasing the spindle diameter requires an increase in the spindle RPM, which is discussed above. So, to design a faster machine, the quality of the cotton and the weight need to be considered.

*Figure 5. A scale drawing reproduced from Deere & Co (2012) used to estimate axle loads as the baler forms two round bales (Figure 6). The centre of the first bale was measured as 3.89 metres from the front wheel and the centre of the rear bale to be 7.48 m. Other dimensions in the picture are A 10.1 m; B 5.25 m; C 3.81 m; and, D 4.32 m*
While the added OBMB has dramatically reduced the unloading time for the JD7760 and increased the FE, it has added 12 Mg to the machine including another 10 Mg over the rear axle (Wattonville 2008). Axle loads of the JD7760 can be estimated using the field ready, starting weight of 32 Mg (taken from Deere & Co 2012), which includes the weight contribution of fluid, five rolls of wrap, dual wheels and 6-row pro 16 picking head, and by applying a force and moment equilibrium analysis via estimating the position of round cotton modules from the scale drawing in Figure 5. During formation of the initial round bale, the front axle load was found to be mostly stable at 21.5 Mg and decreases to about 19.9 Mg as a round bale is moved to the rear platform. The rear axle's weight was found to be more dynamic starting at 10.6 Mg when empty to 12.8 Mg when the first round bale has formed and changing from 14.5 Mg to 16.5 Mg as a second round bale forms. The absolute maximum weight of the working machine fully loaded with cotton based on a round module weight of 2.27 Mg (Deere & Co 2012), ignoring cotton in the accumulator and any aftermarket modifications, is calculated at 36.5 Mg (Figure 5).

![Figure 6. The axle load for the front and rear axle, calculated from the scale drawing in Figure 5. By the time a second bale is formed, the rear axle is carrying 83% of the load on the front axle; and 45% of the total load of the machine. The axle loadings in this chart would be the worst-case scenario when the machine is full of grease, water, fluid, fuel and carrying 5 rolls of wraps.](image-url)

Lengthening the machine could alleviate this dramatic increase in rear axle load, but another equally important component of FE would be affected: turning efficiency. Not only does the machine need to turn tightly to minimise turning time (Renoll 1979), it must also fit between the head ditch and the start of the row in surface irrigated agriculture. Other crops may not have this restriction, but with cotton a short wheelbase with high angle pivoting rear tyres is critical. John Deere itself has expressed difficulty in accommodating for a larger wheel and maintaining a tight turning circle having to reposition and align the engine and raise the rear wheel cavity to make room (Fox, Pearson & Bares 2009).
Increasing the wheelbase and track width requires sharper steering of the wheel to maintain the same turning circle according to the principles of vehicle system dynamics and control (Longoria 2013).

Constraints from the cotton production system and design phenomenon have resulted in a machine that is restricted in width, length and height. Space for the addition of a module builder on board is limited resulting in much of the excess weight positioned over the rear axle. Since the development of machinery is complex and time consuming, as shown by the 90 years of spindle design and similar length of time for the OBMB, design changes, which appear simple on the outside, are extremely complex for the engineers who implement them. Therefore, some characteristic or output must be compromised, as is the case for the JD7760 where the compromise is a larger, heavier physical footprint that has the potential to detrimentally increase soil compaction.

**Soil compaction**

Compaction is regarded as the most serious effect of conventional agriculture on the environment (McGarry 2003) and is one of the greatest threats to soil quality worldwide (COM, 2006; Hamza and Anderson, 2005). Given the recent trend (within the last 30 years) of increasing machine axle loading (Etana & Håkansson 1994; Flowers & Lal 1998; Gameda et al. 1987; Gysi, Ott & Flühler 1999; Håkansson et al. 1987; Raper 2005; Van den Akker & Soane 2005) to increase EC, soil compaction risk is not likely to be diminished without concerted effort and careful farming system considerations. Compaction occurs when the applied load exceeds the precompression strength of the soil, resulting in an increase in the bulk density (BD), due to the reduction of macropores that dominate soil hydraulic conductivity (HC) and infiltration (Chamen et al. 2003). When soils are dry the precompression strength is high, but this weakens rapidly as the soil moisture approaches field capacity (FC) (Van den Akker & Soane 2005) at a magnitude dictated by the clay content (Håkansson et al., 1987). Avoiding trafficking of moist soils on permanent tracks is reported as the best approach to managing compaction (Tullberg et al. 2007), but the crop dictates the timing of the harvest window, and machinery manufacturers limit the matching of wheel tracks of various machinery for a farming system. Heavy machines are used in various agricultural systems, but the importance of soil compaction as a consideration versus EC, and the subsequent methods of decreasing heavy

*Figure 7 The difference in rear wheel sizes between the JD7760 (back) and a conventional picker (foreground) taken from (McVeigh 2010).*
machine impact, differ substantially between and within agricultural systems. The following subsections discuss soil compaction from the point of view of machine traffic and investigate the potential considerations for the JD7760 through examination of heavy machines from other agricultural industries.

**Importance of axle load in avoiding Compaction**

Danfors (1994) suggests that machine axle load is required to be less than 6 Mg (single axle) or 8 Mg (tandem axle) to minimise the risk of irreversible soil compaction occurring. Soil compaction describes the alteration of soil structure whereby the spatial arrangement, size and shape of soil aggregates changes, subsequently causing a reduction in soil macroporosity (Chamen et al. 2003; Defossez & Richard 2002). Soil compaction from traffic can be explained by soil mechanics to include an elastic, plastic deformation and failure phase (Defossez & Richard 2002), whereby the elastic phase represents reversible compression, which changes to irreversible as the plastic deformation phase is reached, and subsequently can result in complete failure (Figure 8). Whilst Figure 8 is a diagram considering soil as an isotropic medium, it demonstrates that the effects of compaction change from reversible (K) to irreversible (λ) as the compression stress exceeds the precompression stress (Pc) value. Thus, the majority of conventional farm machinery where axle loads often exceed 10 Mg presents a concern for irreversible soil compaction considering the axle load limits suggested by Danfors (1994).

Axle loads between 10 Mg and 25 Mg, approximately the range of the axle loads for the JD7760, have been studied in the US (Flowers & Lal 1998; Lal 1996; Lal & Ahmadi 2000; Lowery & Schuler 1991; Voorhees 1986; Wood et al. 1993), Canada (Gameda et al. 1987; Gameda et al. 1994; Raghavan et al. 1978), Norway (Riley 1994), Sweden (Arvidsson 2001; Etana & Håkansson 1994; Håkansson 1985), Germany (Schäfer-Landefeld et al. 2004) and Switzerland (Gysi, Klubertanz & Vulliet 2000). These worldwide results show that soil compaction is variable, with traffic based compaction occurring at depths ranging from approximately 15 cm (Gysi, Klubertanz & Vulliet 2000; Schäfer-Landefeld et al. 2004; Voorhees 1986; Wood et al. 1993) to 60 cm in the worst cases (Håkansson et al. 1987; Voorhees 1986). Differences in axle load

![Figure 8. Isotropic compression diagram as described by (O'Sullivan, Henshall & Dickson 1999) where the mean normal stress is considered the driving compaction force. Compaction, or change in the specific volume (v), is considered a logarithmic function of the mean normal stress characterised by a rebound/recompression parameter (K) and a plastic compression parameter (λ), with the hashed line representing the precompresion stress (Pc).](image-url)
aside, compaction is also a function of soil mechanical strength, which is governed by characteristics such as clay content (texture), organic carbon content, soil water status, structure and the tilled state of the soil prior to traffic (Guérif 1984; Hettiaratchi 1987; Horn et al. 1994; Larson, Gupta & Useche 1980; O’Sullivan, Henshall & Dickson 1999). Changes in these characteristics between soils likely account for this variation in compaction depth not explained by axle load. Therefore, to truly understand the potential effect of a machine on soil compaction both the soil mechanical strength and machine loading stress should be understood (Defossez & Richard 2002), although it is simpler to predict this from the characteristics of the latter.

Keller and Arvidsson (2004) have shown that the axle load of a machine is less important than the individual wheel load in an experiment comparing dual- and tandem-wheel loads. Thus, they report soil compaction as a function of the stress on the soil surface and the contact area, which is derived from wheel load, wheel arrangement, tyre inflation pressure, contact stress distribution and soil conditions. Whilst they further state that soil compaction is not a function of axle load or total machine load, these loads affect wheel load. That is to say, axle load and total machine load indirectly affect soil compaction, but that wheel load more accurately describes the potential for soil compaction. Tyre dimensions, as well as inflation pressure, are well documented as characteristics that affect the compaction potential of a soil (Borisso et al. 2013) and reducing or preventing high axle loads not only avoids compaction at depth but allows lower inflation pressures to be used. Low tyre inflation pressure reduces contact pressure and hence compaction at the surface (Heuer et al. 2008). Using smaller machinery or increasing the number of axles are ways of reducing axle load (Keller and Arvidsson 2004), but not possible for many situations. The effect of contact pressure on soil compaction disappears at 40 cm in some circumstances (Wood et al. 1993), so high contact pressure is generally associated with topsoil compaction (TSC). Increasing the diameter of a tyre theoretically decreases contact pressure, but Raper (2005) found that tyre stiffness increased with increasing tyre height—wide tyres and dual wheels are then more successful options to increasing diameter, but this increases the soil surface area traversed.

A further consideration is the use of tracked machines. Ansorge and Godwin (2008) conducted a series of experiments in soil bins comparing rubber track assemblies to wheels and found when tracks were simulated for a 33 Mg axle load soil deformation was similar to that of an axle load of 11 Mg for a wheel. The peak contact pressure can be 1.5 times the average contact pressure under tyres and 2–4 times higher under tracks (Van den Akker & Soane 2005). Hamza and Anderson (2005) found metal tracks are more damaging than radial tyres, although rubber tracks were comparable. In either case, tracks also exert a force for longer (Demmel, Brandhuber & Geischeder 2008) and the assembly adds weight to the machine (Arvidsson et al. 2011). On the other hand, when a draft force is required, tracks offer high tractive force with much less damaging wheel slip, as compared to wheeled machines (Raper 2005), but this tractive force
prevents tight turning circles. The use of tracks would therefore be detrimental to the JD7760 cotton picker and the realised gains in EC without further significant engineering resulting in probable machine weight increase (Figure 3).

**Compaction lessons from heavy machines in the sugar beet and grain industries**

Sugar beet harvesters (SBH) can weigh more than 40 Mg fully loaded (Schäfer-Landefeld et al. 2004) with axle loads reaching between 20 and 27 Mg but the adverse effects of soil compaction appear to be limited (Arvidsson 2001; Demmel, Brandhuber & Geischeder 2008; Heuer et al. 2008; Schäfer-Landefeld et al. 2004). Instead of controlling their traffic to permanent lanes SBHs spread their load over the entire surface, avoiding multiple wheelings where possible via offset wheels, either by ridged design or crabbing (see Figure 9). This strategy allows old plough pans to support the load without leaving compaction at the surface where it is tilled. However, sugar beets may not be affected by compaction as much as other crops (Lal 1996) and earthworms appear to increase the hydraulic conductivity in the subsoil (Gysi, Ott & Flühler 1999; Schäfer-Landefeld et al. 2004). The minimal depth of compaction under SBH (to just 17 cm) is explained by Gsyi et al. (1999) as due to the sand content of the soil (50%), which prevented compaction from deepening.

In a multiple location, year-long study of compaction by researchers in 29 countries, a relationship between yield loss, time after traffic and soil texture for a 10 Mg load was produced (Håkansson et al. 1987). Of importance to soil compaction under heavy machines, the yields of a range of different crops were shown to decrease rapidly as the soil clay content was increased at a constant axle load.

Cotton in Australia is typically grown on Vertosol soils (Isbell 2002), also known as Vertisol soils (IWG 2007), as these soils dominate the Australian cotton regions (McKenzie 1998). These soils have high clay content and uniform soil profiles, and are likely higher in clay content than soils used for SBH compaction studies. Hence, while the management of SBH soil compaction advocates high surface area traffic in singular passes, this would not necessarily be a useful technique for mitigating detrimental soil compaction under heavy machines in the Australian cotton industry.

In the grain industry, recent advances in cropping system management recommend no-till and minimum tillage systems to maintain soil structure and maximise nutrient and water use efficiency, which has led to increased interest in
soil compaction effects caused by harvest systems (Botta et al. 2007). Grain harvesters are increasing in size to maximise the frontage harvested (increased EC), are typically the heaviest machine operating in the grain system paddock, and can weigh 20 Mg with an additional 7–9 Mg of grain when fully laden (Neale 2010). Potential reduction in yield for various grain crops is calculated from literature yield decline due to in-field traffic associated with harvest in Table 1. While the various data sources in Table 1 have calculated yield reduction using different methods of measurement, the data is sufficient to show that compaction has significant effect on grain yield and, from the above discussion, that reductions could be expected to be greater with heavier axle loads on high clay content soils. Chan et al. (2006) and Jensen and Neale (2001) have made their calculations on traffic affected rows in comparison to non-traffic affected rows in a controlled traffic farming (CTF) system, thereby the lost potential is calculated on the compaction yield figures only. Thus, it stands that if 100% of the paddock surface was traversed that this lost potential per hectare, in comparison to the planted hectarage, would be significantly greater than if the in-field traffic were contained to permanent traffic lanes with all machine wheel tracks (distance between wheels along an axle) matched (true CTF). As a result of harvester impact on soil compaction and subsequent yield, the grain industry has pushed for the uptake of CTF as best management practice for soil productivity maintenance (Neale 2010). While the Australian cotton industry also recommends CTF (McKenzie, 1998), the information from the grains industry highlights the potential to lose production due to soil compaction.

Table 1. Yield loss and calculated lost potential from the effect of soil compaction on grain yield due to in-field traffic associated with harvest; based on Neale (2010)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grain</th>
<th>Average yield loss (t/ha)</th>
<th>Yield reduction (%)</th>
<th>Lost potential† (AUD$/ha)</th>
<th>Data source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grain sorghum 0.9</td>
<td>50*</td>
<td></td>
<td>221</td>
<td>Jensen, Powell and Neale (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wheat</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>30*</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>Braunack (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corn (maize)</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>30*</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Botta et al. (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>Braunack (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soy bean</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>Radford et al. (2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>Chan et al. (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corn</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>66*</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>Neale (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheat</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>284</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Reduction of yield in traffic affected rows only, as compared to non-traffic affected rows
†Lost potential of commodities is calculated on mean yearly averages for the period 2009-2013 from PentAg NIDERA (Turner Pers. Comm. 2013)
Effect of the John Deere 7760 cotton picker on soil compaction

The JD7760 has been designed to pick a six row cotton frontage, which is compatible with a 12 m planting system common to cotton (Figure 10). Although the JD7760 is compatible with current systems, the surface area traversed is increased, comparative to the conventional 4 row picker, in order to minimise the impact of heavy axle load by spreading it across four wheels on the front axle. If the cotton system is skip-row based to optimise water use management (Bange et al. 2005) the impact of the conventional system becomes even less by modifying the tool bar to accommodate a 6 row frontage with 4 picking heads; the wheels then align with the JD7760 wheels (Figure 10) between rows 2 and 3, and 4 and 5, for example. However, in Australia, this modification has also been undertaken on the JD7760 to allow an 8 row frontage with 6 picking heads, which is not compatible with the 12 m planting widths. According to Tullberg et al. (2011) only ~15% of farmers (all industries) use CTF in the true sense of permanent wheel tracks and matching machine centres, with many intending to implement CTF, but becoming defeated due to economics and practicalities of matching machine wheel centres. Thus, modification to an eight row frontage, 6 row pick, might be seen by growers as an efficient use of time and money for harvest, but would be detrimental to soil compaction potential. Whether using CTF, picking in skip-row or solid cotton systems, the dual wheels of the JD7760 increase the surface area traversed, as compared to conventional picking systems.

As discussed previously, the depth of compaction can be decreased and reversible if axle loads are below 6 Mg for a single axle (Danfors 1994), which translates to an individual wheel load of 3 Mg, but the JD7760 exceeds this. To combat a heavy axle load, dual wheels are used to decrease the individual wheel load for a given axle load. The axle load is approximately divided by the number of wheels to obtain wheel load, although the positioning of machine transient load can affect individual wheel loads in a non-uniform fashion. This is the premise of Keller and Arvidsson (2004) determining that wheel load is more important in calculating soil stress than axle load and that each wheel of a machine should be considered independently. In the case of the JD7760, the addition of dual-wheels results in a wheel load of ~5.38 Mg on the front axle, which decreases slightly to ~4.98 Mg as a round module is transferred to the rear haulage basket. Comparatively, the rear wheel load increases from ~5.3–8.25 Mg, due to the same process. Of note, the individual wheel load of the JD7760 approaches for all wheels, and exceeds in the rear, the total axle load of Danfors (1994) and is near double the individual wheel load of Danfors (1994). Thus, the potential for the JD7760 to cause soil compaction might be considered high. Braunack (2012) investigated the effects of the JD7760 after harvest when soils were near, or exceeding, the plastic limit using a cone penetrometer and found evidence that soil strength increased to a depth of ~60 cm for a cracking clay (likely Vertosol) and red brown clay. However, on closer inspection of the cracking clay, the major differences occurred in the 0-20 cm depth. Even though
absence of confidence measures for the data suggest a conservative interpretation of this data should be made, there appears a trend for soil strength to be slightly greater (~50 kPa) at all depths to 60 cm. Comparatively, a conventional basket picker was shown to cause compaction between 40 and 60 cm. Kulkarni et al. (2008) assessed the JD7760 in comparison to a John Deere 9996 (JD9996) basket picker (~20 Mg unloaded, 6 row frontage variant), which is also a dual-wheeled front axle machine. They measured soil strength with a penetrometer at 40 points in the direction of travel of the machines and found that both the JD7760 and JD9996 caused compaction to increase above 2000 kPa (the soil strength representing complete restriction to majority of root growth) between 5 and 15 cm within some portion of the field. Although the JD9996 exhibited a greater impact in this shallow depth in terms of soil strength, the JD7760 caused a significant increase in average soil bulk density from 1.54 g cm\(^{-3}\) to 1.62 g cm\(^{-3}\) (sample depth unreported). Kulkarni et al. (2010), using the same site, reported a trend for compaction to increase as JD7760 modules were built and carried throughout the pass of the machine from empty to the end of the field. They also showed that slight increases in soil strength due to traffic with the JD7760 occurred, but report that the data is currently insufficient to draw real conclusions about the extent of compaction, except to say that it was definitely occurring.

Using a basket picker, growers have incorporated boll buggies into the picking system to increase EC by minimising machine downtime to unload a full basket into the boll buggy; the picker can then continue without need to leave the field. Therefore, the traffic schematic in Figure 10 does not completely portray the picking system traffic, just the harvester traffic. Whilst boll buggies are not heavy vehicles, they travel alongside the picker and affect soil compaction between rows 2 and 3, and 4 and 5, for the example in Figure 10. Hence, the conventional basket picker and boll buggy cotton system does not lend itself well to true CTF systems (Tullberg 2010). Even though the addition of an OBMB to compact cotton has made the modern cotton picker in the same weight class as grain trailers (or chaser bins) and sugar beet harvesters where axle loads reach 20 Mg or more, the modern cotton picking system does away with parallel traffic from boll buggies, and limits compaction to harvester traffic lanes only. In addition, Willcutt et al. (2009) showed that the JD7760 increased FE by between 6.2 and 8.7%, when speed was kept constant at 4 miles per hour (~6.5 km h\(^{-1}\)), as compared to the CIH625 module express and numerous conventional basket pickers. This translated to an average time saving of 2.59 min per basket picker unload instance for the JD7760. Although, the JD7760 places the ~2.27 Mg round module directly onto the ground, which commonly occurs in-field given the length of Australian cotton fields (unpublished observations). A tractor then needs to remove the module from the field, which increases soil traffic, albeit on the same tracks, especially if the tractor reverses out of the field rather than driving through. Alternatively, some manufacturers are producing trailers for the JD7760 pickers that are capable of holding up to four round modules. Again, this increases traffic, but alleviates direct placement of modules onto the soil and
constrains traffic to lanes, which is in keeping with CTF. A trailer should also reduce the period of time the rear wheel load is elevated to 8.25 Mg by distributing the load over tandem axles on the trailer. However, trailer wheel loads need to be investigated in order to determine if this is a benefit to wheel load.

![Diagram of cotton harvesting systems](image)

**Figure 10.** Schematic depiction of a solid cotton system planted in 12 m frontages at 2 m machine centres and harvested using a 4 row conventional picker in comparison to a John Deere 7760 picker. The hashed lines demonstrate impact of using a dual wheeled tractor for planting. Note that the JD7760 dual wheel spacing is not aligned with furrow centres and encroaches on cotton hills of rows 2, 5, 8 and 11.

The change from four row conventional cotton pickers in Australia has meant an increase in the machine weight for the JD7760, but this increase in weight is compromised with the removal of parallel supporting traffic for unloading of boll baskets in field. Whilst preliminary studies suggest that the JD7760 is responsible for increasing soil compaction during harvest, more information on the extent on this is needed, and it would appear that constraining traffic to permanent lanes would address this issue; i.e. CTF. The main concern for the JD7760 is the field surface area traversed due to the dual-wheeled front axle and potential wheel load. However, some innovative Australian growers have adapted their machines to suit CTF by removing a front wheel, which voids the JD machine warranty (Grant pers. comm.), and is subject to the economic and practical limitations to adoption as described by Tullberg et al. (2011). A comparison between the soil compaction effects of these dual-wheel and single-wheel variants of the JD7760 will identify potential benefits for either system, and perhaps justify CTF costs.

**Managing soil compaction**

Alleviation of compaction can occur naturally in shrink and swell clays through self-mulching phenomena (Radford et al. 2001; Van den Akker & Soane 2005) and from bioactivity (Schäfer-Landefeld et al. 2004; Spoor, Tijink & Weisskopf...
freeze and thaw cycles can also alleviate soil compaction, but are not relevant to the Australian cotton industry and only penetrate the top 5 cm (Gameda et al. 1994; Van den Akker & Soane 2005). However, these processes alone may not adequately address soil compaction without sufficient fallow periods. Thus, tillage is often relied upon. Tillage can decrease the BD of a soil but cannot restructure it (Schäfer-Landefeld et al. 2004). Furthermore, during tillage the soil can be exposed to further compaction via tractors and the supply of draft forces, which become larger as compaction increases (Arvidsson, Sjöberg & Van Den Akker 2003). Implements utilising power take off instead of draft force may compact soil less. Subsoiling has been investigated to alleviate subsoil compaction (SSC), but should only be done if absolutely required (Chamen et al. 2003; Schäfer-Landefeld et al. 2004) and should aim to create fissure cracks by passing single tines under the compacted zone to bend it (Spoor, Tijink & Weisskopf 2003). Subsoiling to alleviate compacted soil is an expensive exercise and if trafficked within a few months, can be easily re-compacted. Thus, minimum tillage is prescribed. However, in the Australian cotton industry, where the Bollgard II® cotton variety is prevalently used, there is a requirement to cultivate post-harvest to destroy the pupae of Heliothis (Helicoverpa spp.) and therefore reduce the chance of resistance genetics forming in Heliothis (Deutscher, Wilson & Mensah 2005; Rust 1933). Cultivation to at least 10 cm destroys the exit tunnels of the moth forming from the pupae, and is currently the only successful management method.

As discussed in preceding sections, CTF systems have proved to be the most effective means by which to manage soil compaction (Radford et al. 2001; Yule and McGarry 2007; Tullberg et al. 2007; Tullberg 2010). Prior to further discussion, it is pertinent to identify that “SOILpak for Cotton Growers” (McKenzie 1998) provides a comprehensive discussion around managing soil compaction in the cotton system in relation to other system considerations, with CTF as a primary recommendation. Control traffic farming was developed in the 1990s as a way of dealing with compaction whereby traffic is limited to compacted tramlines to increase the yield and decrease soil compaction incidence in-field (Neale 2010). However, the adoption of CTF is severely restricted in Australia, even though extension of the benefits of such a system have been presented to farmers for over 20 years, including a 5 year long program to educate farmers on such (Tullberg, Yule & McGarry 2007). The main problem growers’ face is machinery imported from North America and Europe arriving with ridged track widths, requiring the grower to seek aftermarket modification of the wheel-track. These modifications present a substantial upfront capital outlay and void the machine’s warrantee, which more often than not leads to true CTF not being adopted (Tulberg et al. 2011). Growers need manufacturers to provide wheel-track optional extras, in the same way that various sensors and air-conditioning are provided, to allow matching of wheel-track without further capital outlay and voidance of warrantee. A further consideration wheel-track as a manufacturer option, as opposed to aftermarket, is maintenance of the machine’s resell value. Adoption of CTF would likely
increase if such options were made available, but manufacturers are currently unlikely to begin the long innovation development process mentioned in Section 0 without considerable evidence of requirement for CTF from their major markets. To shorten the innovation process, the wealth of knowledge from growers and local manufactures in Australia, who have been modifying machines for 20 years, could be harnessed. However, communication between the Australian industry and large manufacturers would need to improve. This was highlighted by a progressive grower in the Narrabri / Moree region who held a meeting in Moree to discuss implications of the JD7760 close to its inception and presented his findings to a manufacture’s annual conference but still could not get the message offshore (Narrabri JD7760 discussion forums, Pers. Comm. 2013). On the other hand, Neale (2010) compares the cost of modifying machinery to 3 m wheel-track in a grain system (usually between AUD$5,000–$30,000) and relates this to the potential gains to be made by limiting compaction in the field (based on a nominal AUD$200/ha gain; see Table 1). On this basis, the expense is easily justifiable and likely to be recouped within a season, or within the first few seasons for an average farm, which was defined by Neale (2010) as 1,000–3,000 ha. Perhaps better communication and exemplification of this economic rationale would also see CTF adopted without having to battle manufactures innovation processes.

The work of Keller and Arvidsson (2004) demonstrates that soil compaction is a function of the imposed stress and the contact area of that stress, which indicates that tyre characteristics and wheel load can be manipulated to minimise the effect of machine traffic on soil productivity. Where CTF cannot be justified by a grower, then ensuring that the precompression stress of the soil is not exceeded by minimising wheel load should be the aim of management. However, this often requires the use of smaller machinery, or increasing the footprint of heavier machines using dual wheels and/or tandem axles. Precompression stress decreases as soil moisture increases, which means that growers would need to have a keen understanding of their soil strength and the relation of this to the precompression stress. The imposed stress of the machine is also required, which is why SoilFlex was developed by Keller et al. (2007) to allow practitioners to obtain such information. However, this system is still relatively complex. Thus, optimisation of soil traffic impact for growers not using true CTF and a simple means by which to do this is still required. Models such as Soil Flex (Keller et al. 2007) should not be ignored in this process, but simpler ways to employ them should be investigated.
Australian grower perspective of the John Deere 7760

Given the rapid adoption of the JD7760 in Australia (inception 2008 and 70% industry adoption by the 2011/2012 season; Vanderstock, 2012) and the discussion concerning previous impacts that technological innovations have on farming systems, an initial perspective on the JD7760 from Australian cotton growers is provided here. This information helps address the paucity of direct information pertaining to the JD7760 and its impact on the cotton farming system. In doing this, the emphasis has been placed on collecting “rich” data (Kelly, Allan & Wilson 2009b; Tullberg et al. 2011) through a series of four face-to-face discussion forums held throughout the Australian cotton industry (New South Wales: Hillston, Warren and Narrabri; Queensland: Dalby and Goondiwindi). These forums focussed on four key discussion points: 1) Adoption of the technology; 2) Incorporation of the technology into the farming system; 3) Perceived and evident impacts of the technology; and, 4) Technical support and communication for the technology. Participants attended the forums at the end of the 2012/13 cotton season, with a total of 12 growers and 8 extension/industry representatives; only the perspectives of growers are presented here. While the sample population is small (N=12), the geographical representation and the richness of the data afford rigour to the information, providing initial industry perspectives. Discussions lasted for approximately 140 min and, although facilitated in order to address the key discussion points, the content direction was largely driven by participants. Facilitators asked confirmatory or follow up questions, but were cognisant not to use a leading line of questioning. The discussions were all digitally recorded and transcribed for emerging theme analysis. A summary of grower perspectives is provided in Table 2.

Grower estimation of adoption by 2013 is >80% for all regions, except for Dalby, Qld, where growers were uncertain of adoption rate. However, a dealer suggested that 120 JD7760 machines had been introduced Australia in 2013. This rapid adoption is supported by ginning data (Table 3) that takes into account the proportion of the seasonal cotton pick arriving at the gin in round module form. Initial insights into adoption drivers interestingly suggest that these machines appear to have been adopted for system efficiencies, rather than for immediate productivity gains, which is commonly a driver of adoption (Kelly, Allan & Wilson 2009a). At a cost of approximately AUD$750K, the JD7760 represents a substantial investment, which might have been considered an impediment to adoption, as was found by Bennett and Cattle (2013a) when looking at adoption of soil health management programs. They also found that landholders could not afford machinery costs and that this was the major economic impediment to managing soil health. However, Australian cotton growers obviously do not see capital investment and machinery cost as impeding adoption of the JD7760, which can be explained by John Deere having elucidated
the benefits of the machine to the agricultural system in a way that reduced the perceived risk of investment to growers (Bennett & Cattle 2013a; Guerin 1999). In this case, the major drivers for adoption appear to be foremost increased safety on farm (100%, N=12) and then a combination of better effective capacity of the machine (67%, N=12, all forums), reduced workforce requirement (50%, N=12, 3/5 forums) and decreased management stress (42%, N=12, 4/5 forums) (Table 2). Furthermore, 92% of participants (N=12, all forums) directly discussed and agreed that increased productivity (i.e. decreased harvest costs – crop return considered equal irrespective of harvest system utilised) did not drive adoption, which supports growers actively considering benefits to the agricultural system in the decision to adopt.

Five years since inception of the JD7760 in the Australian cotton industry, the issues with incorporating the machine into the system were focussed mainly on machine improvements (Table 2). Issues with obtaining parts and accessing qualified mechanical expertise appropriate to the JD7760 were raised by 58% (N=12) of growers, although this was only from two regions – Warren and Hillston, NSW. Those in Warren stated that this was due to qualified personnel relocating away from the region, while those in Hillston are more geographically displaced from the centre of the cotton industry and may find access to services limited (Bennett & Cattle 2013b). The price of module plastic wrap is seen to be decreasing profit per hectare (a latent impact), with growers only being able to obtain wrap from one manufacturer. The general comments from forums pertaining to this issue suggest that as an alternate source of wrap is developed (hopefully within Australia) that this issue will be addressed. Interestingly, only 25% of participants found the machine difficult to transport, while only one participant was having difficulty transporting round modules. This reflects the fact that the Australian industry has quickly adapted to address these issues. Whilst Houlahan (2012) has indicated that there are issues with transport of both the machine and the module, a concerted effort by the cotton industry to address interstate regulations and create a series of guidelines and options (Houlahan Pers. Comm. 2013) has effectively removed transport as an impact. However, it initially was considered impacting on the cotton system and needs to be considered for future innovations.

As far as directly discussed JD7760 impacts were concerned, the forums suggest that the machine has had an overwhelmingly positive effect on the cotton system (Table 2). As discussed above, there were some initial issues to do with ginning (Krajewski 2012a; Vanderstok 2012) and transport (Houlahan 2012), but these have been rapidly overcome. A third of participants agreed that the round modules have caused an increase in cotton contamination, which was also highlighted by (Krajewski 2012b). Furthermore, half of the participants found that soil compaction was an issue resulting from harvesting with the JD7760. Of note, those from Warren, NSW, had only recently (since 2012) been able to grow cotton, which meant that the JD7760 had not been used in this area for that long. Additionally, these participants indicated that the harvest was irregularly
dry and that compaction was potentially not observed because of this. Tullberg (2010) suggests that while compaction may not be seen on the surface, that soils are often traversed when the soil moisture in the subsoil is beyond or near the plastic limit, thus causing subsoil compaction; this may have occurred as a latent impact in Warren, but was not measured by any of the growers. Removing the influence of Warren participants on the impact of the JD7760 on soil compaction for this reason results in 80% (N=7) of participants indicating that increased soil compaction is an impact of the JD7760.

Table 2. Summary of emerging themes for the discussion forums held in the Australian cotton industry ordered in terms of key discussion points. Total participants for the five forums was twelve (Freq., frequency; frequency of response N=12).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emerging theme</th>
<th>Freq. of response (%)</th>
<th>Number of forums representing view (N=5)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adoption of the technology</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractors have influenced the adoption of JD7760</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction in harvest costs is not an adoption driver</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The JD7760 eliminates the module builder and increases safety</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management stress is reduced by the JD7760</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Case IH Module Express did not meet needs compared to the JD7760</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Incorporation of the technology into the farming system</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost of wrap per hectare is reducing bottom-line</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skilled operators are needed</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Need to be more careful with module moisture</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parts can be hard to source</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The JD7760 2012 model accumulator is too small</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moisture can be more easily controlled allowing higher moisture pick (Vomax moisture sensor a key support tool)</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine electrics can cause machine downtime and much frustration</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Perceived and evident impacts of the technology</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased effective capacity</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced need for seasonal workforce</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased tillage requirement post-harvest</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil compaction is an issue</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreased workplace health and safety risk</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased contamination of modules</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technical support and communication for the technology</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine dealers are providing adequate technical support</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Deere link system</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Towards an informed decision making framework

Whilst the decision to adopt the JD7760 cotton picking system is not in question, the rapidity of the adoption causes some concern for the agricultural system to be able to adapt in order to utilise the system optimally. Increasing the harvest rate in the cotton industry via the numerous innovations discussed throughout this review has shown that the system has always had both positive and negative influences bestowed upon it as a result of an innovation. Eliminating the negative impacts is not necessarily feasible. Instead, identifying these, prior to majority adoption, and putting in place adoption guidelines, agricultural system considerations, and/ or impact mitigation options to optimise the integration of an innovation into the agricultural system should be the focus. In the cotton industry, the harvesting machinery represents a significant investment and potential risk, so identifying possible impacts, both positive and negative, would be advantageous in making informed, whole system, decisions. Using a combination of the literature reviewed and the Australian grower perspective of the JD7760, we have proposed an initial impact framework (Figure 11). This framework is not inclusive of all potential impacts, but identifies major impacts that could help informed decision making.

In order to pre-empt concerning impacts of future innovations, it is proposed that a structured framework and analysis method be used. One potential option is an adaptation of a process called Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point (HACCP) theory. HACCP is a well-known methodology widely used in the food industry to ensure high quality products with minimum health risks to food consumers (Commission & Commission 1997). In agriculture, HACCP approaches have been made to extend the food safety chain back onto farm (Toregeani-Mendes et al. 2011) and it has also been regarded as a potential tool to improve management and increase productivity (Knight 2009).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gin</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MacIntyre</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mungindi</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wathagar</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moomin</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yarraman</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merah</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boggabi</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trangie</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillston</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Round cotton modules ginned by region and year since the 2008 inception of the John Deere 7760 on-board module builder picking system in Australia.
(Data sourced form: Vanderstok, 2012)
Banhazi and Black (2009) detailed the enormous amount of information available in Precision Livestock Farming (PLF) and described how farmers are unable to identify the practices that are the most important to adopt and how to apply them correctly. They suggested that in order to ensure that the best practices and systems are in place, it is important to establish a logical approach, such as the HACCP approach, which allows the identification and successful implementation of the relevant PLF technologies.

To progress this concept further into a production perspective, Garmendia et al. (2013) details the use of critical control point theory to identify the Precision Agriculture (PA) technologies that are relevant to the sugarcane farming system, as well as possible constraints for farmers to adopt PA technologies. The process undertaken involves the implementation of seven principles: analyse hazards; determine critical control points (CCP) of such; establish limits for the CCPs; create a monitoring system to control the CCPs; establish corrective measures for any CCP not under control; establish the procedures to check the HACCP system is working; and, document the procedures used in the system. To provide an example for the cotton production system using soil compaction, the seven steps could correlate respectively to compaction; the factors of compaction; limits of the factors; methods to quantify the level of compaction and associate those to the factors; mitigation of compaction for a particular factor; regular soil testing; and, development of management options for compaction within the cotton industry (Garmendia, Jensen & Ballie 2013). The process could also be applied to individual whole-farm cotton producing systems to identify vulnerabilities within the system. These vulnerabilities could then be strengthened, or at the least acknowledge, to optimise the incorporation and impacts of subsequent technological innovations.

However, while this analysis process is useful in eliminating the reactive approach to system hazard analysis, it currently does not quantify the likelihood of a hazard occurring and the likely impact of effects of that hazard. Once again
using soil compaction as an example, Troldborg et al. (2013) have considered Bayesian belief networks (BBN) to determine the susceptibility of Scottish soils to soil compaction at a national level. BBNs are probabilistic models representing variables and their complex relationships. They are gaining increasing popularity for their ability to analyse complex systems, accommodating uncertainty and variability in modelled predictions due to the probabilistic approach (Henriksen et al. 2007; Uusitalo 2007). The beauty of the Bayesian approach in BBNs is that it addresses instances where empirical data are not available by utilising a mixture of both qualitative and quantitative data to strengthen outcomes and produce both diagnostic and predictive outcomes (Henriksen & Barlebo 2008). Troldborg et al. (2013) demonstrated that reasonable predictions could be made for susceptibility to soil compaction through the incorporation of existing empirical data, discrete data, derived data (e.g. pedotransfer functions) and expert knowledge. Where models normally seek to simplify the system through assumptions, the BBN approach captures the complexity of the system and explicitly accounts for uncertainties (Troldborg et al. 2013). The most important aspect to the approach is developing the network through determination of the variables and their relationships. Marcot et al. (2006) provide a general set of guidelines for a generic model structure, but as Troldborg et al. (2013) discuss it is initially important to determine a conceptual influence diagram representing the key drivers of the system of interest. They based this diagram on the generic model and relied upon author knowledge as well as external experts to build the network. For the cotton farming system, consultation between the grower, experts and BBN development team would be required. One way to simplify this would be to use HACCP to identify hazards and CCPS, which could form the basis of the network. This also provides a means to quantify the susceptibility of each hazard to change using the probabilistic predictive capability of the BBN.

Agricultural systems require a means by which to make informed decisions at a whole-farm/ system level for the adoption of innovative technology and its likely impact. We have provided a brief overview of JD7760 cotton picker impacts on the cotton system that could be further refined through structured analysis using an approach such as HACCP. It would be then pertinent to quantify the likelihood of impact using all available information at hand, while accounting for uncertainty. The BBN approach incorporated with HACCP could present a means by which to achieve this.
Conclusion

This review has examined the impacts of increasing cotton harvest rate on the cotton system from the perspective of the machine, the environment and socioeconomics. Growers are driven by the need to perform more work with less labour, in a safe manner, and machines have offered this required increase in EC, amplifying their capacity to produce. However, as the system moves from one EC rate to another, impacts result that have been shown to always include some negative aspects. Learning to identify these impacts prior to mass adoption should be a focus of all industries. Australian cotton growers have embraced the JD7760 on the basis of clearly elucidated benefits to the agricultural system. John Deere’s success in elucidating these benefits, highlights that large capital outlay can be overcome by clear communication. On the basis of understanding what the JD7760 offered the farming system, growers have actively worked with the industry to rapidly overcome associated issues within the cotton production system.

The bulk of impacts caused by the JD7760 cotton picker are perceived as positive, although the majority of growers picking cotton in regular seasons suggest that the JD7760 is impacting on soil compaction and that will need to be considered in managing the agricultural system into the future. Wheel loads for the JD7760 are concerning in terms of potential for irreversible soil compaction and limited research suggests that compaction is an issue throughout the soil profile. Soil compaction research in other industries has shown that lost production potential is significant and points towards the use of CTF systems where heavy wheel load and high clay content soils are required to interact. However, there are perceived financial restraints to adopting CTF in that it requires a large initial capital outlay. Either manufacturers need to provide further innovation to these machines in offering variable wheel-track options, which requires concerted communication from dominating machinery markets, or industry needs to clearly justify and demonstrate the benefits of CTF to the whole farming system to increase adoption. Where CTF is not adopted by growers, more simplified means of accounting for soil compaction impact would be of use to the grower in making decisions of when and where to traverse soils in order to alleviate the long term environmental and financial penalties of soil compaction.

Even though the impacts of the JD7760 on the cotton system in terms of transport and ginning have been rapidly identified and adjusted for a better option would be to identify these prior to mass adoption in order to have mitigation plans/ advice in place to minimise system negative impact. Such a framework would also help to demonstrate the benefits of CTF. The JD7760 has provided a useful case study in identifying this and there are potential solutions in the use of hazard analysis, identifying critical control points and providing estimates of hazard likelihood. Future research should focus on optimising whole
systems and providing useful tools for practitioners to take mitigation based action, rather than reaction.
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